
Revised Standards for the Processing of
Authorizations and Preauthorizations
Topic(s): ATM, Authorization, Chargebacks, Cirrus Card, Debit MasterCard Card, Dual
Message System, Maestro Card, MasterCard Card, Merchant, POI/POS Terminal, Prepaid Card,
Rules/Standards

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: This article announces revisions to the Standard relating to
the processing of authorizations and preauthorizations and
is applicable to authorizations originated by card acceptors
globally.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

C Coding or development changes typically required

Effective Date: 14 October 2016 (with Release 16.Q4)—Revised authorization
and preauthorization processing standards effective in all
regions.

1 January 2017—Monitoring and reporting for new undefined
authorization and preauthorization data integrity programs
available.

1 June 2017—Assessments begin for new undefined
authorization and preauthorization data integrity programs.

1 June 2018—Revised compliance standard for undefined
authorization data integrity program begins.

Background
To support the continued growth of preauthorization volumes and the growth
of international travel and e-commerce, as described in the article, “Processing
of Authorizations and Pre-authorizations in the Europe Region” in Global
Operations Bulletin No. 1, 2 January 2013, MasterCard announced new
Standards related to the processing of authorizations and preauthorizations for
authorizations originated by Europe region card acceptors.

The standards introduced a number of authorization improvements to achieve
the following key objectives:
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• Enable a more accurate and transparent management of the card account’s
“open-to-buy,” in order to improve cardholder satisfaction;

• Introduce a maximum time limit in place of the currently unlimited
duration and by defining it based on characteristics of the authorization or
preauthorization request. This affords the issuer a chargeback right if an
approved authorization request is not timely presented; and

• Permit acquirers and issuers to identify and clearly distinguish a
preauthorization from a final authorization, thus giving them the option to
treat them differently, to the ultimate benefit of their cardholders.

The standards introduced in the Europe region, with some modifications, will
now become applicable as of 14 October 2016 for all authorizations initiated
by card acceptors globally and processed on the Dual Message System.

Europe region card acceptors will be impacted by the following modifications
to existing rules:

• Final authorizations will be allowed to clear within seven calendar days
versus the original four business days

• Incremental authorizations will be supported for all merchant types versus
being limited in use by Travel and Entertainment (T&E) merchants

• Zero amount (0.00) incremental authorizations versus nominal amount
(0.01) incremental authorizations will be supported when only an extension
of the chargeback protection period for a preauthorization is required.

Summary of Revisions
A brief description of each revision to standards related to the processing of
authorizations and preauthorizations follows.

Reversal Requirement

Authorizations acquired in any region must be reversed within 24 hours of a
transaction cancellation or of a finalization of the transaction for an amount
lower than the authorized amount. This requirement enables issuers to more
accurately manage the card’s open-to-buy and addresses cardholders’ and
regulators’ concerns with current practices.

In the case of finalization of a transaction with a lower amount, a partial
reversal is not required if the clearing message is submitted within 24 hours of
the finalization of the transaction. Any authorized amount not reversed must
correspond to the Transaction amount.

Merchants in all regions except the Europe region must also ensure that full
or partial reversals are submitted in no more than 30 calendar days after the
authorization date for preauthorizations and in no more than seven calendar
days after the authorization date for all other authorization messages.
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Notes

This requirement does not apply to card acceptor business code (MCC) 5542
(Fuel Dispenser, Automated) transactions, MasterCard contactless (formerly
MasterCard® PayPass™) transit aggregated or transit debt recovery transactions,
or to preauthorizations or authorizations with an expired chargeback protection
period (refer to the following Time Limit for Chargeback protection related to
Authorization section).

This requirement replaces the existing U.S. region mandate for reversals within
24 hours for card-present transactions, within 72 hours for card-not-present
transactions and within 20 days of the authorization date for T&E transactions.

In the Europe region, MasterCard does not require 100 percent compliance
with this revision. The requirement was that each acquirer must be at least 60
percent compliant when the revisions became effective on 5 November 2013,
moving to a minimum compliance of 80 percent by 1 January 2015. MasterCard
plans to undertake proactive monitoring of compliance with this requirement
using network data analysis and by reviewing complaints raised by cardholders
and/or customers. Should noncompliance situations be identified, MasterCard
plans to inform the acquirer(s) concerned and request that the situation be
promptly addressed. Currently, MasterCard is not considering introducing
financial noncompliance penalties associated with this requirement in the
Europe region.

In all other regions, MasterCard will introduce a noncompliance assessment for
approved authorizations that are not cleared or fully reversed by an acquirer
within 30 calendar days of the authorization date for preauthorizations and
within seven calendar days of the authorization date for undefined financial
authorizations. This penalty replaces existing U.S. region penalties for No
Clearing Record within 120 Days of Authorization, Late Reversal with Card
Present, and Late Reversal with Card Not Present. Refer to your appropriate
regional (and Brazil) Pricing Bulletin titled “MasterCard Processing Integrity
Fee Program Modifications,” published 1 December 2014 for more details
about the new noncompliance assessment.

Issuers in all regions must, according to existing Standards, promptly process
any authorization reversals received and release the corresponding hold they
may have on the cardholder’s account. MasterCard reminds issuers of the
importance of compliance with these already existing requirements.

Requirement to Inform the Cardholder of the Preauthorization
Amount

For MasterCard transactions, merchants in all regions must inform the
cardholder of the estimated amount for which a preauthorization will be
requested and must obtain the cardholder’s consent before processing the
preauthorization request. This requirement enables cardholders to more
effectively manage their open-to-buy and addresses cardholders’ concerns
with current preauthorization practices.
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Notes

The information requirement is automatically met when the terminal displays
the amount to be authorized or when the amount to be authorized corresponds
to an amount otherwise approved by the cardholder as the final transaction
amount. The merchant may also use any appropriate and effective manner
of its choice to inform the cardholder, for example, verbal communication,
or appropriate and visible written signage near the terminal. The amount
may be communicated as a precise currency amount (for example, USD 250).
Alternatively, the merchant may explain how the amount is calculated, using a
simple-to-understand formula (for example, “the room-rate plus 15 percent”).

This requirement does not apply to preauthorizations of card acceptor business
code (MCC) 5542 (Fuel Dispenser, Automated) transactions, MasterCard
contactless (PayPass) transit aggregated or transit debt recovery transactions,
or to authorizations requested for the amount approved by the cardholder as
the final transaction amount.

MasterCard will monitor compliance through cardholder and issuer complaints.
Noncompliant acquirers will be warned to enhance their compliance
status, and lack of improvement may lead to disciplinary action, such as
noncompliance assessments.

Elimination of 15 Percent and 20 Percent Tolerances

MasterCard hotel/motel, vehicle rental, and cruise lines transactions completed
at card acceptors in all regions will no longer benefit from the 15 percent
tolerance between the authorized amount and the clearing amount.

In addition, MasterCard transactions at card acceptors in all regions that are
chip/PIN, contactless or card-not-present will no longer benefit from the
20 percent tolerance between authorization and clearing for gratuities. The
tolerance for gratuities continues to be available for card present transactions,
which are neither chip/PIN nor contactless and provided that the authorization
is coded as a preauthorization (all regions) or as an undefined authorization (all
regions except Europe) (refer to the following Message Coding Requirements
section).

Where these tolerances are eliminated, issuers must ensure they no longer
block the cardholder’s account for any amount in excess of the approved
amount. These rule changes enable a more accurate management of the card
account’s open-to-buy and eliminates the possibility of “double-booking”
against the cardholder’s account.
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Notes

The 20 percent tolerance for gratuities remains applicable for card-present
transactions that are neither chip/PIN nor contactless, in view of the
established market practice of adding the gratuity after the authorization on
signature-based transactions.

In all other scenarios (for example, gratuities on chip/PIN transactions and
provision for incidentals), the practice of including the gratuity or an estimated
provision for incidentals directly into the amount to be authorized continues to
be supported. MasterCard reminds acquirers of the prohibition on including
amounts to cover loss, theft or damage in the provision for incidentals.

Compliance with this rule will be enforced directly by issuers, as they will be
able to submit chargebacks for unauthorized amounts under the revised rule.

Time Limit for Chargeback Protection Related to Authorization

The issuer chargeback protection period for transactions completed by card
acceptors in any region is redefined and its duration is limited to a maximum
period counting from the authorization or preauthorization date. This
maximum period is 30 calendar days for MasterCard authorizations properly
coded as preauthorizations and is seven calendar days for all other MasterCard
authorizations and for all dual message Maestro® and Cirrus® authorizations
and preauthorizations (refer to the following Message Coding Requirements
section).

Transactions presented for clearing after the chargeback protection period has
expired may be charged back by the issuer under message reason code 4808
(Authorization-related Chargeback) if the card account is permanently closed
(the existing Europe region issuer standard) or if the card account is not in
good standing (“statused”—the standard for issuers in all regions, except the
Europe region). This chargeback right is currently available to issuers in all
regions with respect to transactions at Europe region merchants for which
the authorization or preauthorization was processed on or after 5 November
2013. The chargeback right is being revised to apply to transactions occurring
at merchants in any region.

At the latest when the chargeback protection period expires, issuers must
release any block they may have placed on the cardholder’s account in relation
to the authorization.

This rule change clearly defines the issuer exposure period for all transaction
scenarios and limits the maximum period of issuer exposure (which is
currently unlimited).
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Notes

When calculating the number of days associated to the chargeback protection
period, the authorization date is considered day zero (0). The issuer must
accept the transaction submitted beyond the applicable timeframe if the
account is in good standing or the transaction can be honored.

This rule change does not require issuers to hold the approved amount on
the cardholder’s account for seven or 30 days. This rule change only limits
the maximum duration of any such hold to a maximum duration of seven or
30 days.

The expiry of the chargeback protection period does not affect other types
of chargeback rights. For example, a transaction may not be charged back
under message reason codes 4837 (No Cardholder Authorization) or 4863
(Cardholder Does Not Recognize—Potential Fraud) just because the transaction
presentment was made after the chargeback protection has expired.

To increase the effective duration of the chargeback protection period,
the merchant may submit incremental authorization requests for the same
transaction on later dates. Such requests, if approved by the issuer and
when properly coded as an incremental authorization, will give rise to
approved amounts that may be cleared under the conditions that would
apply to the security parameters that applied to the original authorization. In
other words: (i) to the extent that interchange levels are determined by the
security parameters of the authorization, then the parameters of the original
authorization will be taken into account; and (ii) to the extent that chargebacks
take into account the security parameters of the authorization, then the
parameters of the original authorization will be taken into account.

These rules changes do not apply to MasterCard contactless (PayPass) transit
aggregated or transit debt recovery transactions nor to merchant-financed or
acquirer-financed installment billing payment transactions properly coded as
preauthorization.

Compliance with this rule will be enforced directly by issuers, as they will be
able to chargeback a transaction in accordance with the revised rule.

Multiple Authorizations Extended to All Merchant Types

The use of an incremental authorization as a means to associate multiple
preauthorizations to a single clearing presentment is being extended to all
merchant types.

Merchants may submit incremental authorizations for either an additional
amount or zero (0.00) amount. Incremental authorizations for an additional
amount may be used to increase the authorized amount held against the card
account and to extend the chargeback protection associated with the original
preauthorization. Incremental authorizations for a zero amount may be used
to extend only the chargeback protection period associated with the original
preauthorization.
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Notes

The primary intent of an incremental authorization is to increase the
amount of an original preauthorization. The original preauthorization is the
reference. All attributes associated with the original are inherited by the
incremental authorization. The chargeback protection period of the original
preauthorization is 30 calendar days from the latest incremental authorization.

The acquirer must code each incremental authorization as a preauthorization
and include a unique identifier from the original approved preauthorization
in any additional preauthorization requests in connection with the same
transaction. The unique identifier must also be included in the transaction
clearing record. This unique identifier is the Trace ID data DE 15 (Date
Settlement) and DE 63 (Network Data) from the original preauthorization and
must be included in Authorization DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 63
(Trace ID) and Clearing DE 63 (Transaction Life cycle ID), subfield 2 (Trace ID).

Effective 14 October 2016, any processed preauthorization coded with a
Transaction Amount of zero (0.00) in DE 4 and DE 48 (Additional Data),
subelement 63 (Trace ID) of the original preauthorization will be rejected.
Before that date, incremental authorizations for the purpose of extending only
the chargeback protection period must be coded with a value of 0.01 in DE 4
(Amount, Transaction), a value of 4 in DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data),
subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status), and the Trace ID data of the original
preauthorization in DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 63 (Trace ID).

Message Coding Requirements

An authorization for an amount greater than zero at card acceptors in any
region except Europe may be coded as a preauthorization, final authorization,
or undefined authorization in line with the following requirements. At Europe
region card acceptors authorizations must continue to be coded as either
preauthorization or final authorization, in line with the following requirements.

• A preauthorization is an authorization for an amount greater than zero
which meets one of the following conditions:

– Is requested for an estimated amount;

– The requested amount of the original authorization may be adjusted if
the final Transaction amount (amount submitted for clearing) is greater
than the original amount requested, and/or

– The transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical
failure or lack of full issuer approval. For example, the transaction
might not be completed when the cardholder will be offered the choice
to complete the transaction with another payment means at a later time
(such as, when checking out of a hotel or returning a rental car) or
when the goods ordered by the cardholder might be later found to be
out of stock. The risk of technical failures such as telecommunications
failure or terminal failure should not be taken into account to determine
if an authorization must be coded as a preauthorization.
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The authorization request is properly identified as a preauthorization when
DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 4.

Acquirers must submit the clearing presentment for a Transaction approved
as a preauthorization within 30 calendar days of the latest authorization date
in order to ensure chargeback protection provided by chargeback message
reason code 4808—Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained.

• A final authorization is an authorization for an amount greater than zero
which meets the following conditions:

– Is requested for the final Transaction amount; and

– The Transaction may no longer be cancelled after the authorization
request is approved in full (excluding non-completion for reasons
of technical failure). The risk of technical failures such as
telecommunications failure or terminal failure should not be taken
into account to determine if an authorization must be coded as a final
authorization.

The authorization request is properly identified as a final authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction
Status) contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61
(POS Data Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 1.

Acquirers must submit the clearing presentment for a Transaction approved
as a final authorization within seven calendar days of the authorization date
in order to ensure chargeback protection provided by chargeback message
reason code 4808—Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained.

• An undefined authorization is an authorization for an amount greater than
zero which meets one of the following conditions:

– The final Transaction amount may differ from authorized amount,
and/or

– The Transaction may no longer be cancelled after the authorization
request is approved in full (excluding non-completion for reasons
of technical failure). The risk of technical failures such as
telecommunications failure or terminal failure should not be taken into
account to determine authorization message coding.

The authorization request is properly identified as undefined authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 0, blank or is not
present.

Acquirers must submit the clearing presentment for a Transaction approved as
an undefined authorization within seven calendar days of the authorization
date in order to ensure chargeback protection provided by chargeback message
reason code 4808—Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained.
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Notes

For Maestro transactions, preauthorizations are only permitted for Automated
Fuel Dispenser (AFD) transactions and card-not-present (CNP) transactions.
In addition, for CNP preauthorizations, the transaction amount must equal
the approved authorization amount.

For Cirrus transactions, the transaction amount must also always equal the
approved authorization amount.

Acquirers submitting issuer-financed installment transactions should consider
coding authorizations as final if the authorization can be presented for
clearing within seven calendar days of the authorization date and for the
amount and currency authorized. Acquirers submitting acquirer-financed or
merchant-financed installments should consider coding their authorizations as
preauthorizations given that the authorization amount will be presented in
installments over a pre-defined period of time.

Effective 17 April 2015 with Release 15.Q2, MasterCard will support the ability
for an acquirer to submit multiple first presentments for a single approved
authorization. Refer to the article, “Revised Standards for Multiple Clearing
Records from a Single Approved Authorization” in this bulletin for more
information.

Data Integrity

It is part of MasterCard’s strategic roadmap to implement methods to
enable a more accurate and transparent management of the card account’s
“open-to-buy”, in order to improve cardholder satisfaction. Clear and reliable
coding of authorizations provides better information about the nature of
each authorization, enables issuers to optionally apply different processing
to different types of authorizations, ultimately benefiting cardholders, and
supports the rule changes described in the preceding Elimination of 15 percent
and 20 percent Tolerances and Time Limit for Chargeback protection Related
to Authorization sections.

To support gradual transition by non-Europe region merchants and acquirers
to the new message coding standards, MasterCard will implement the following
new Authorization Data Integrity Edits for authorization transactions processed
on the MasterCard network.
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• An acquirer that submits at least 100,000 domestic transaction authorization
requests per month must not submit more than 50 percent of these requests
per ICA within that month as undefined as of 1 June 2017 and not more
than 20 percent per ICA within that month as undefined as of 1 June 2018.

The purpose of this edit is to ensure that customers start to transition
coding of their authorizations as preauthorization or final authorization
and have the majority of their transition complete by 1 June 2018 for
their Domestic Transaction activity. The focus on Domestic Transactions
in this edit is due to the fact that these transactions, unlike cross-border
transactions, do not require currency conversation which may result in a
difference between the authorized and cleared cardholder billing amount
that an issuer may use to manage cardholder balances.

The percentage may be adjusted based on individual market needs. Should
there be market level adjustments approved for a given region or country it
will be announced in future regional or country Operations Bulletin.

• An acquirer that submits preauthorization request messages must not
submit more than 25 percent of authorizations per ICA within a month
as preauthorization.

This edit helps to ensure that as a customer transitions their message
coding, they do not code all of their authorizations as preauthorization
unless there is a particular market or customer need to do so, (that is, an
acquirer that processes for mostly e-commerce or Travel and Entertainment
merchants). The percentage may be adjusted based on individual customer
or market needs.

Data integrity monitoring and reporting will be effective 1 January 2017.
Standard data integrity noncompliance assessments will be effective 1 June
2017. More details about the new data integrity edits edit criteria, edit number,
and related billing event codes will be provided in a future Global Operations
Bulletin.

Monitoring and compliance will remain unchanged for acquirers in the Europe
region. MasterCard will continue to proactively monitor and assess processing
integrity fees as applicable for merchants in the Europe region and acquirers
not meeting preauthorization and final authorization message coding standards.

Summary of Effective Dates
The following table summarizes the associated effective dates for each revised
Standard and compliance program referenced in the article.
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Description
5 November
2013

1 January
2015

14
October
2016

1
January
2017

1 June
2017

1 June
2018

Reversal Requirement Europe
region
acquirers—

60%
compliance

Europe
region
acquirers—

80%
compliance

Acquirers
in all
other
regions—

full
compliance

Inform the Cardholder of the
Preauthorization Amount

Europe
region
acquirers

Acquirers
in all
other
regions

Elimination of 15% and 20%
Tolerances

Europe
region
acquirers

Acquirers
in all
other
regions

Time Limit for Chargeback
Protection Related to
Authorization

Issuers
globally
for Europe
region
acquired
activity

Issuers
globally
for
globally
acquired
activity

Multiple (Incremental)
Authorizations Extended to
All Merchant Types

Acquirers
in all
regions

Preauthorization Europe
region
acquirers

(required)

Acquirers
in all
other
regions
(recommended)

Undefined Europe
region
acquirers

(undefined
no longer
supported)

Acquirers
in all
other
regions

Message
Coding
Requirements

Final Europe
region
acquirers
(required)
acquirers
in all other
regions

(optional)

Acquirers
in all
other
regions
(recommended
for
domestic
transactions)
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Description
5 November
2013

1 January
2015

14
October
2016

1
January
2017

1 June
2017

1 June
2018

Monitoring
and reporting
available

Acquirers
in all
regions
except
Europe

Undefined
authorization
compliance
for domestic
transactions

Acquirers
in all
regions
except
Europe

Acquirers
in all
regions
except
Europe—

50%
allowed

Acquirers
in all
regions
except
Europe—

20%
allowed

New Data
Integrity
Programs

Preauthorization
compliance

Acquirers
in all
regions
except
Europe—25%
allowed

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

14 October 2016 Transaction Processing Rules Chapter 2—Authorization
and Clearing Requirements

Chapter 3—Acceptance
Procedures

14 October 2016 Chargeback Guide Chapter 3—MasterCard
Message Reason
Codes—Dual Message
System Transactions

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of
these manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard Connect™ via the
Publications product.

Revised Standards—Transaction Processing Rules
MasterCard will revise the Transaction Processing Rules to include these
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated
with a strikethrough.
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Chapter 2—Authorization and Clearing Requirements

Preauthorizations

A Processed Transaction authorization request is properly identified as a
preauthorization when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS
Transaction Status) contains a value of 4.

NOTE

An addition to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.

Preauthorizations—MasterCard POS Transactions

In the Europe Region and effective 14 October 2016 in all other Regions, an
Acquirer is advised to identify a MasterCard POS Transaction authorization
request as a preauthorization if:

1. Authorization is requested for an estimated amount that is greater than
zero; or

2. The Transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical
failure or lack of full Issuer approval; for example:

a. When the Cardholder will be offered the choice at a later time to
complete the Transaction with another payment means (such as when
checking out of a hotel or returning a rental car);

b. When the products ordered by the Cardholder might be later found to
be out of stock; or

c. If the mobile phone number for which the Cardholder has requested a
top-up is later found not to exist.

The risk of technical failures, such as telecommunications failure or Terminal
failure, should not be taken into account when determining whether
preauthorization coding is appropriate.

All clearing messages corresponding to a preauthorization must be presented
within 30 calendar days of the authorization approval date.

NOTE

Modifications to this Rule appear in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.
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Preauthorizations—Maestro POS Transactions

The following applies with respect to Maestro POS Transaction
preauthorizations.A Maestro POS Transaction preauthorization is performed
to obtain the Issuer’s approval of an estimated or Cardholder-requested
Transaction amount, prior to submission of a request for authorization of the
final amount.

1. The Acquirer must ensure that preauthorizations (in the physical
environment) are initiated using a Card reader, with PIN or signature as
the Cardholder verification method.

2. The Issuer must accept all preauthorization completions provided the
actual amount of the completion is less than or equal to the amount
approved in the preauthorization. Use of the PIN or signature and the use
of the card reader are not required in the preauthorization completion.

3. If the Issuer does not receive a preauthorization completion within 20
minutes of the preauthorization, the preauthorization approval is void,
except as provided for in “Merchant-approved Maestro POS Transactions”
in Chapter 4.

4. The Acquirer is not responsible for preauthorization completions that
occurred within two hours of the initial Transaction that were stored and
forwarded because of technical problems between the Acquirer and the
Interchange System, or the Interchange System and the Issuer.

NOTE

Additions and/or variations Modifications to this Rule appear in the “Asia/Pacific
Region,” “Europe Region,” and “United States Region” sections at the end of
this chapter.

Preauthorizations—ATM and Manual Cash Disbursement
Transactions
NOTE

A Rule on this subject appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.
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Undefined Authorizations
NOTE

This Rule does not apply in the Europe Region.

A Processed Transaction authorization request is identified as undefined when
DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 0 and DE 48, subelement 61 (POS Data Extended Condition
Codes), subfield 5 (Final Authorization Indicator) contains a value of 0 or is
not present.

A MasterCard POS Transaction authorization request may be identified as
undefined if:

1. Authorization is requested for an amount greater than zero; and

2. The final Transaction amount may differ from the authorized amount; and

3. The Transaction is not expected to be cancelled after the authorization
request is approved in full by the Issuer (excluding non-completion for
technical reasons such as telecommunications failure or Terminal failure).

Effective 14 October 2016, all clearing messages corresponding to an
undefined authorization must be presented within seven calendar days of the
authorization approval date.

An Acquirer that submits at least 100,000 Domestic Transaction authorization
requests per month to the Interchange System must comply with the following
requirements:

• Effective 1 June 2017, the number of undefined Domestic Transaction
authorization requests submitted by the Acquirer in any one month must
not exceed 50 percent of its total Domestic Transaction authorization
requests submitted in the same month; and

• Effective 1 June 2018, the number of undefined Domestic Transaction
authorization requests submitted by the Acquirer in any one month must
not exceed 20 percent of its total Domestic Transaction authorization
requests submitted in the same month.
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Final Authorizations

A Processed Transaction authorization request is properly identified as a
final authorization when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7
(POS Transaction Status) contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data),
subelement 61 (POS Data Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 (Final
Authorization Indicator) contains a value of 1.

Use of the final authorization is optional outside of the Europe Region.
However, if an Acquirer or Merchant uses the final authorization, then in a
dual message environment:

1. Any Transaction corresponding to an authorization identified as a final
authorization must be presented for clearing within four business days of
the authorization approval date; and

2. The presented Transaction amount must equal the authorized amount.

Effective 14 October 2016, an Acquirer is advised to identify a MasterCard POS
Transaction authorization request as a final authorization if:

1. Authorization is requested for the final Transaction amount; and

2. The Transaction is not expected to be cancelled after the authorization
request is approved in full by the Issuer (excluding non-completion for
technical reasons such as telecommunications failure or POS Terminal
failure).

Effective 14 October 2016, the clearing message corresponding to a
final authorization must be presented within seven calendar days of the
authorization approval date.

NOTE

A Rule on this topic modification to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region”
section at the end of this chapter.
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Message Reason Code 4808 Chargeback Protection Period

Effective 14 October 2016, a message reason code 4808 (Authorization-related
Chargeback) chargeback protection period applies to each MasterCard POS
Transaction as follows.

Each MasterCard POS Transaction
identified as a…

Has a message reason code 4808
chargeback protection period of…

Preauthorization 30 calendar days from the authorization
approval date1

Undefined authorization Seven calendar days from the
authorization approval date

Final authorization Seven calendar days from the
authorization approval date

The Issuer must release any hold placed on the Cardholder’s Account after the
expiration of the message reason code 4808 chargeback protection period for a
particular Transaction, at the latest.

The total authorized amount of a Transaction that is protected from chargeback
under message reason code 4808 does not include any amount for which
the message reason code 4808 chargeback protection period has expired.
For purposes of this chargeback, the authorized amount of any Transaction
for which the message reason code 4808 chargeback protection period has
expired is deemed to be zero.

To extend the duration of the message reason code 4808 chargeback
protection period afforded by an approved preauthorization of a Transaction,
a Merchant may later submit an additional preauthorization request for the
same Transaction.

No fraud-related or other chargeback rights or Transaction processing
requirements are affected by the message reason code 4808 chargeback
protection period, unless otherwise indicated.

NOTE

A Rule on this subject appears Modifications to this Rule appear in the “Europe
Region” section at the end of this chapter.

1. The message reason code 4808 chargeback protection for a properly identified
preauthorization of an Acquirer-financed or Merchant-financed installment billing
payment arrangement is not limited in time. Refer to Chapter 4 for Contactless
Transit Aggregated Transaction processing procedures.
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Multiple Authorizations

The following requirements apply to MasterCard POS Transactions that are
Processed Transactions and which occur at Merchants assigned the following
card acceptor business codes (MCCs):

• MCCs 3351 through 3441 (Car Rental Agencies)

• MCCs 3501 through 3999 (Lodging—Hotels, Motels, Resorts)

• MCC 4411 (Cruise Lines)

• MCC 7011 (Lodging—Hotels, Motels, Resorts—not elsewhere classified)

• MCC 7512 (Automobile Rental Agency—not elsewhere classified)

1. The Acquirer must use a unique identifier from the initial approved
authorization of a Transaction in any additional authorizations requested in
connection with the same Transaction, by populating DE 48, subelement
63 (Trace ID) of each additional authorization request with the DE 63
(Network Data), subfield 1 (Financial Network Code) and subfield 2
(Banknet Reference Number) and DE 15 (Date, Settlement) data from the
initial approved Authorization Request Response/0110 message. This
unique identifier must also be included in the Transaction clearing record.

2. Upon receipt of the Transaction clearing record, the Issuer must use
the unique identifier to match the original and any additional approved
authorizations to the Transaction.

3. Upon matching all authorizations to the clearing record, the Issuer must
release any hold placed on the Cardholder’s account in connection with
the original and any additional approved authorizations that is in excess
of the Transaction amount.

Effective 14 October 2016, these requirements apply to all Merchant categories
when multiple authorizations are processed for a single Transaction.
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Full and Partial Reversals

An Acquirer must support reversals for the full amount of any authorized POS
Transaction whenever the Acquirer host system is unable to communicate the
authorization response to the POS Terminal.

An Issuer receiving a Reversal Request/0400 message or an Acquirer Reversal
Advice/0420 message must release any hold placed on funds in the MasterCard
or Maestro Account in the amount specified within 60 minutes of matching the
reversal message to the original authorization request message.

A reversal message sent for the full Transaction amount cancels the original
authorization request.

An Acquirer must not automatically generate a full or partial reversal of
an authorized ATM Transaction when the ATM Terminal indicates that the
Transaction was not completed because the Cardholder failed to collect some
or all of the cash dispensed.

Effective 14 October 2016, the Acquirer must ensure that a Merchant submits a
Reversal Request/0400 message to the Issuer within 24 hours of:

• The cancellation of a previously authorized Transaction; or

• The finalization of a Transaction with a lower amount than previously
approved.

The reversal may be a full or partial reversal, as appropriate. In the case of
finalization of a Transaction with a lower amount, a partial reversal is not
required if the First Presentment/1240 message is submitted within 24 hours of
finalization of the Transaction.

The reversal requirement does not apply to automated fuel dispenser (MCC
5542) Transactions or to Contactless transit aggregated or transit debt recovery
Transactions.

Notwithstanding the above reversal requirement, the Acquirer must ensure
that if a Merchant cancels a Transaction or finalizes a Transaction for a lower
amount than previously approved, no reversal is submitted if such event occurs:

• More than 30 calendar days after the authorization date for a
preauthorization; or

• More than seven calendar days after the authorization date for any other
authorization message.

NOTE

Additions Modifications to this Rule appear in the “Europe Region” and “United
States Region” sections at the end of this chapter.
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Asia/Pacific Region

Preauthorizations—Maestro POS Transactions

This section is unchanged.

Europe Region

Preauthorizations

In the Europe Region, the Rule on this subject is modified as follows.

In a dual message environment, the Acquirer must identify each Processed
Transaction authorization request as either a preauthorization or a final
authorization.

Preauthorizations occurring at an automated fuel dispenser and identified with
MCC 5542 (Automated Fuel Dispenser) must be performed as described in
“Automated Fuel Dispensers” in Chapter 4.

Preauthorizations—Maestro POS Transactions

In the Europe Region, the Rule on this subject is modified as follows.

MasterCard and Maestro POS Transaction preauthorizations occurring at an
automated fuel dispenser (also called an unattended petrol POS Terminal) and
identified with MCC 5542 (Automated Fuel Dispenser) must be performed as
described in “Automated Fuel Dispensers” in Chapter 4.

Preauthorizations are permitted for Card-not-present Maestro POS Transactions
when completed in accordance with the requirements set forth below.
With the exception of Transactions occurring at automated fuel dispensers,
preauthorizations must not be used for Maestro POS Transactions in any
Card-present environment.

The Acquirer must ensure that the authorization request for any MasterCard
POS Transaction, Card-not-present Maestro POS Transaction occurring in a
Card-not-present environment (a “Maestro CNP Transaction”), ATM Transaction,
or Manual Cash Disbursement Transaction authorization request for an amount
greater than zero is identified as a preauthorization if:

1. For a MasterCard POS Transaction, aAuthorization is requested for an
estimated amount; or

2. The Transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical
failure or lack of full issuer approval; for example:
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a. When the Cardholder will be offered the choice at a later time to complete
the Transaction with another payment means (such as when checking out
of a hotel or returning a rental car);

b. When the products ordered by the Cardholder might be later found to be
out of stock; or

c. If the mobile phone number for which the Cardholder has requested a
top-up is later found not to exist.

The risk of technical failures, such as telecommunications failure or POI
Terminal failure, should not be taken into account to determine if an
authorization must be coded as a preauthorization.

A Processed Transaction authorization request is properly identified as a
preauthorization when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS
Transaction Status) contains a value of 4. An approved preauthorization has a
message reason code 4808 (Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained)
chargeback protection period of 30 calendar days from the authorization
approval date for a MasterCard POS Transaction and seven calendar days for
a Maestro POS Transaction, ATM Transaction, or Manual Cash Disbursement
Transaction. As an exception to the foregoing, the message reason code
4808 chargeback protection for a properly identified preauthorization of
an Acquirer-financed or Merchant-financed installment billing payment
arrangement is not limited in time. The presented Transaction amount of a
Maestro CNP Transaction, ATM Transaction, or Manual Cash Disbursement
Transaction must equal the preauthorized amount.

Any Card-not-present Maestro POS Transaction clearing message corresponding
to a preauthorization must be presented within seven calendar days of the
authorization approval date. The presented Transaction amount must equal
the approved amount.
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Preauthorizations—ATM and Manual Cash Disbursement
Transactions

In the Europe Region, the Acquirer must ensure that any ATM Transaction or
Manual Cash Disbursement Transaction authorization request for an amount
greater than zero is identified as a preauthorization if:

1. Authorization is requested for an estimated amount; or

2. The Transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical
failure or lack of full issuer approval; for example, if the mobile phone
number for which the Cardholder has requested a top-up is later found
not to exist.

The risk of technical failures, such as telecommunications failure or POI
Terminal failure, should not be taken into account to determine if an
authorization must be coded as a preauthorization.

Any ATM Transaction or Manual Cash Disbursement Transaction corresponding
to an authorization identified as a preauthorization must be presented within
seven calendar days of the authorization approval date. The presented
Transaction amount must equal the authorized amount.

Undefined Authorizations

This Rule does not apply in the Europe Region.
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Final Authorizations

In the Europe Region, the Acquirer must ensure that any authorization request
for an amount greater than zero is identified as a final authorization if:

• The Transaction may no longer be cancelled after the authorization request
is approved in full by the Issuer (excluding non-completion for technical
reasons such as telecommunications failure or POS Terminal failure); and

• The authorization being requested is for the final Transaction amount. A
Processed Transaction authorization request is properly identified as a
final authorization when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield
7 (POS Transaction Status) contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional
Data), subelement 61 (POS Data Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5
contains a value of 1.

Any Transaction corresponding to an authorization identified as a final
authorization must be presented within four business days of the authorization
approval date. The presented Transaction amount must equal the approved
authorization amount.

In addition, the Rule on the subject is modified as follows:

• Effective through 13 October 2016, any Transaction clearing message
corresponding to a final authorization must be presented within four
business days of the authorization approval date.

• Effective 14 October 2016, any Transaction clearing message corresponding
to a final authorization must be presented within seven calendar days of
the authorization approval date.
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Message Reason Code 4808 Chargeback Protection Period

In the Europe Region, the Rule on this subject is modified as follows.

The following message reason code 4808 (Authorization-related Chargeback)
chargeback protection periods apply with respect to each authorization
approved on or after 5 November 2013.

Each approved…
Has a message reason code 4808
chargeback protection period of…

Preauthorization of a MasterCard POS
Transaction

Thirty (30) calendar days from the
authorization approval date2

Preauthorization of a Maestro POS
Transaction, ATM Transaction, or Manual
Cash Disbursement Transaction

Seven (7) calendar days from the
authorization approval date

Final authorization Seven (7) calendar days from the
authorization approval date

The Issuer must release any hold placed on funds in the Cardholder’s Account
after expiry of the message reason code 4808 chargeback protection period for
the particular authorization, at the latest.

The total authorized amount of a Transaction does not include any amount
for which the message reason code 4808 chargeback protection period has
expired. The approved amount of any authorization with an expired message
reason code 4808 chargeback protection period is deemed to be zero.

No fraud-related or other chargeback rights or Transaction processing
requirements are affected by the message reason code 4808 chargeback
protection period, unless otherwise indicated.

2. The message reason code 4808 chargeback protection for a properly identified
preauthorization of an Acquirer-financed or Merchant-financed installment billing
payment arrangement is not limited in time. Refer to Chapter 4 for Contactless
Transit Aggregated Transaction processing procedures.
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Full and Partial Reversals

In the Europe Region, the Rule on this subject is modified as follows.

With respect to POS Transactions and Merchandise Transactions, the Acquirer
or Merchant must submit a reversal message to the Issuer within 24 hours of:

• The cancellation of a previously authorized Transaction, or

• The finalization of a Transaction with a lower amount than previously
approved.

The reversal may be a full or partial reversal, as appropriate. In the case of
finalization of a Transaction with a lower amount, a partial reversal is not
required if the clearing message is submitted within 24 hours of finalization of
the Transaction.

The reversal requirement does not apply to Transactions occurring at
a Merchant identified with MCC 5542 (Fuel Dispenser, Automated) or
to Contactless transit aggregated Transactions or transit debt recovery
Transactions.

The requirement for the Acquirer to ensure that a Merchant submits a reversal
within 30 calendar days for a preauthorization or seven calendar days for a
final authorization does not apply in the Europe Region.

United States Region

Preauthorizations—Maestro POS Transactions

This section is unchanged.
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Full and Partial Reversals

In the U.S. Region, the Rule on this subject is modified as follows.

A Customer must provide full and partial reversal authorization services as
set forth below:

1. For all Debit MasterCard Card Account ranges, an Issuer must support full
and partial reversals.

2. TheEffective until 13 October 2016, the Acquirer of a Merchant assigned an
MCC other than any of the travel-related MCCs listed below must ensure
that for any approved amount that will not be included in a Transaction
presentment, the Merchant initiates, as applicable, a full or partial reversal:

a. Within 24 hours of the original authorization request in a Card-present
environment, and

b. Within 72 hours of the original authorization request in a
Card-not-present environment.

3. Effective 18 October 2013 until 13 October 2016, the Acquirer of a
Merchant assigned any of the following travel-related MCCs must ensure
that any approved amount not included in a Transaction presentment is
reversed within 20 calendar days:

– MCCs 3351 through 3441 (Car Rental Agencies)

– MCCs 3501 through 3999 (Lodging—Hotels, Motels, Resorts)

– MCC 4411 (Cruise Lines)

– MCC 7011 (Lodging—Hotels, Motels, Resorts—not elsewhere classified)

– MCC 7512 (Automobile Rental Agency—not elsewhere classified).
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Chapter 3—Acceptance Procedures

Merchant Acceptance Procedures

Obtaining an Authorization for a MasterCard POS Transaction

With respect to securing authorizations of MasterCard POS Transactions, an
Acquirer must treat all Transactions at a Merchant in the same manner. If a
Card is presented in a face-to-face Transaction, the Merchant must use its best
efforts, by reasonable and peaceful means, to retain the Card while making an
authorization request. This requirement does not apply when a Contactless
Payment Device is presented or a Chip Transaction is conducted with PIN
as the CVM.

In the Europe Region and effective 14 October 2016 in all other Regions, a
Merchant must inform the Cardholder of any estimated amount for which
authorization will be requested and must obtain the Cardholder’s consent to
the amount before initiating the authorization request. This requirement does
not apply to:

• Contactless transit aggregated or transit debt recovery Transactions;

• Automated fuel dispenser (AFD) Transactions (MCC 5542); or

• An authorization requested for an amount otherwise approved by the
Cardholder as the final Transaction amount.

Refer to Chapter 2 for requirements relating to the proper identification of a
Processed Transaction authorization request for an amount greater than zero
as a preauthorization (in all Regions), undefined authorization (in all Regions
except the Europe Region), or final authorization (in all Regions).

NOTE

An addition to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.

Authorization of Lodging, Cruise Line, and Vehicle Rental
Transactions

Lodging, cruise line, and vehicle rental Merchants may request an authorization
for an estimated Transaction amount, and may submit subsequent authorization
requests for any additional estimated amounts as needed. For more
information, refer to “Multiple authorizations” in Chapter 2.

Vehicle rental Merchants:
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1. May not include charges in a Transaction that represent either the vehicle
insurance deductible amount or an amount to cover potential or actual
damages when the Cardholder waives insurance coverage at the time of
the rental; and

2. Before the Cardholder enters into a rental agreement, the Merchant must
disclose to the Cardholder the amount of the authorization request to be
sent to the Issuer.

Charges for loss, theft or damage must be processed separately.

Except in the Europe Region and only until 13 October 2016 in all other
Regions, the following will apply Wwhen the Transaction is completed (that is,
when the customer checks out of the hotel or motel, departs the cruise ship,
or returns the vehicle) and the final Transaction amount is determined, the
following will apply.

IF... THEN...

The authorization request message
contains the Partial Approval Terminal
Support Indicator, and the authorization
request response message contains a
value of 10 (Partial Approval) in DE 39
and a partial approval amount in DE 6.

The Transaction amount may not exceed
the approved amount.

The POS Terminal is not online-capable
and the final Transaction amount does
not exceed the published floor limit
applicable to the Merchant.

The Merchant is not required to obtain an
authorization, but must check the Card
account number against the applicable
Warning Bulletin.

The final Transaction amount does not
exceed the Merchant’s estimated amount
by 15 percent.

The Merchant is not required to request
a secondary authorization. The initial
authorization guarantees the full amount
of the Transaction.

The final Transaction amount exceeds
the Merchant’s estimated amount by 15
percent.

The Merchant must request a secondary
authorization for the additional amount.

The final Transaction amount exceeds
the Merchant’s applicable floor limit,
and a previous authorization was
not obtained because the Merchant’s
estimate did not exceed the floor limit.

The Merchant must obtain an
authorization for the total Transaction
amount.

The total authorized amount is the cumulative amount of all authorization
request approvals related to the Transaction, plus 15 percent.
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In the Europe Region and effective 14 October 2016 in all other Regions, the
Transaction amount of a lodging, cruise line, or vehicle rental Processed
Transaction must not exceed the authorized amount. If the Merchant obtains
a preauthorization for an estimated amount, and the Transaction amount
exceeds the authorized amount, the Merchant may request an incremental
authorization. In connection with such Transactions, the Issuer must not place
a hold on the Cardholder’s Account in excess of the authorized amount.

NOTE

A variation to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.

Authorization When the Cardholder Adds a Gratuity

Except in the Europe Region and only until 13 October 2016 in all other
Regions, Tthe following procedures apply to Transactions in which the
Cardholder adds a gratuity, either before or after authorization approval is
obtained.

IF... THEN...

The authorization request message
contains the Partial Approval Terminal
Support Indicator, and the authorization
request response message contains a
value of 10 (Partial Approval) in DE 39
and a partial approval amount in DE 6.

The Transaction amount may not exceed
the approved amount.

The POS Terminal is not online-capable,
the Transaction amount is below the
published floor limit applicable to the
Merchant, and the Cardholder adds a
gratuity in an amount less than or equal
to 20 percent of the Transaction amount.

The Merchant is not required to obtain
an authorization even though the total
Transaction amount may exceed the
Merchant’s floor limit.

The Merchant obtained an authorization
for a Transaction, and the Cardholder
adds a gratuity in an amount greater than
20 percent of the Transaction amount.

The Merchant must request a secondary
authorization for the additional amount.

The Transaction amount is below the
Merchant’s applicable floor limit and
the Cardholder adds a gratuity in an
amount greater than 20 percent of
the Transaction amount, which causes
the Transaction amount to exceed the
Merchant’s floor limit.

The Merchant must obtain an
authorization for the total Transaction
amount.

The total authorized amount is the cumulative amount of all authorization
request approvals related to the Transaction, plus 20 percent.
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In the Europe Region and effective 14 October 2016 in all other Regions, the
following procedures apply to Transactions in which the Cardholder adds a
gratuity:

• If the Merchant obtains an authorization identified as a preauthorization
(in all Regions) or an undefined authorization (in all Regions except the
Europe Region), the Transaction amount must not exceed the authorized
amount for the purpose of adding a gratuity, unless the Transaction is
a Card-present Transaction that is neither a chip/PIN Transaction nor
a Contactless Transaction.

• If the Merchant obtains an authorization identified as a preauthorization (in
all Regions) or an undefined authorization (in all Regions except the Europe
Region) for an estimated amount, and the Transaction amount exceeds the
authorized amount, the Merchant may request an additional authorization.

• When the Transaction amount must not exceed the authorized amount
for the purpose of adding a gratuity, any gratuity must be included in
the authorization request.

• When the gratuity amount must be included in the authorization request,
the Issuer must not place a hold on the Cardholder’s Account in excess
of the authorized amount.

NOTE

A variation to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.
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Charges for Loss, Theft, or Damage—MasterCard POS Transactions
Only

A charge for loss, theft, or damage must be processed as a separate Transaction
from the underlying rental, lodging, or similar Transaction. The Cardholder
must authorize the charge after being informed of the loss, theft, or damage.

The Merchant must provide a reasonable estimate of the cost of repairs and
obtain agreement from the Cardholder prior to processing the Transaction.
The Transaction must be Card-present, a CVM must be obtained, and the
Transaction receipt must include a statement indicating that the estimated
amount charged for repairs will be adjusted upon completion of the repairs
and submission of the invoice for such repairs.

Except in the Europe Region, and only until 13 October 2016 in all other
Regions, Tthe final amount of the Transaction relating to the repairs may not
exceed the Merchant’s estimated amount by more than 15 percent (or less, as
directed by local ordinances). If the actual cost of repairs is less than the
estimated amount, the Merchant must credit the difference to the Cardholder
by processing a refund Transaction to the same Card account within 30 days.

In the Europe Region and effective 14 October 2016 in all other Regions,
the final amount of a Transaction relating to repairs must not exceed the
Merchant’s estimated amount. If the Merchant obtains a preauthorization for
an estimated amount, and the Transaction amount exceeds the authorized
amount, the Merchant may request an additional authorization. In connection
with such Transactions, the Issuer must not place a hold on the Cardholder’s
Account in excess of the authorized amount.

NOTE

A variation to this Rule appears in the “Europe Region” section at the end of
this chapter.

Europe Region

Obtaining an Authorization for a MasterCard POS Transaction

This section is deleted.

Authorization of Lodging, Cruise Line, and Vehicle Rental
Transactions

This section is deleted.
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Authorization When the Cardholder Adds a Gratuity

This section is deleted.

Charges for Loss, Theft, or Damage—MasterCard POS Transactions
Only

This section is deleted.

Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
MasterCard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 3—MasterCard Message Reason Codes—Dual
Message Transactions

3.13 Message Reason Code 4808—Authorization Not Obtained

3.13.1 Proper Use of Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer may charge back a transaction under this message reason code if
one of the following circumstances occurs:

• Expired payment guarantee chargeback protection period (Europe region
card acceptors only)—For an amount relating to a transaction (i) occurring
at a card acceptor located in the Europe region when the issuer has
permanently closed the account before filing the chargeback, or (ii)
occurring at a card acceptor located in any other region when issuer deems
the account not to be in good standing (a “statused” account) before filing
the chargeback, and either of the following applies:

– The transaction authorization was identified as a preauthorization (DE
61, subfield 7 = 4) and the transaction was presented more than 30
calendar days after the latest authorization approval date; or

– The transaction authorization was not identified as a preauthorization,
and the transaction was presented more than seven calendar days after
the authorization approval date.

The above timeframes do not apply to properly identified acquirer-financed or
merchant-financed preauthorized installment billing payments or MasterCard
PayPass transit aggregated or transit debt recovery transactions.
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3.13.2 Improper Use of Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer may not use this message reason code for the following types of
transactions:

• The issuer-authorized amount and the actual transaction amount are
within the following parameters, except that these parameters do not
apply if the acquirer’s Authorization Request/0100 message contained the
Partial Approval Terminal Support Indicator and the issuer’s Authorization
Response/0110 message contained a value of 10 (Partial Approval) in DE
39 and a partial approval amount in DE 6:

– Gratuity is added—20 percent

– Hotel/Motel—15 percent

– Vehicle Rental—15 percent

– Cruise Lines—15 percent

• Europe region card acceptors—A gratuity was added to the transaction,
and the transaction amount (including the gratuity) does not exceed
the issuer-authorized amount by more than 20 percent. The 20 percent
parameter for gratuities does not apply if the acquirer’s Authorization
Request/0100 message contained the Partial Approval Terminal Support
Indicator and the issuer’s Authorization Response/0110 message contained
a value of 10 (Partial Approval) in DE 39 and a partial approval amount in
DE 6, or to any of the following types of transactions occurring at Europe
region card acceptor locations:

– Chip/PIN transactions;

– PayPassContactless transactions;

– Card-not-present transactions; and

– Transactions for which the authorization was not coded as a
preauthorization (in all Regions) or as an undefined authorization (in
all Regions except the Europe Region). The 15 percent parameter for
hotel/motel, vehicle rental, and cruise lines does not apply to any
transactions occurring at Europe region card acceptor locations. The 15
percent parameter for transactions relating to repairs does not apply to
any transactions occurring at Europe regioncard acceptor locations.
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3.13.5 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

Expired Payment Guarantee Chargeback Protection Period (Europe
Region Card Acceptors Only)

IPM Second Presentment Message
Reason Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment Condition The transaction occurred at a Europe
card acceptor and a Any of the following
conditions apply:

• The transaction authorization was
identified as a preauthorization (DE
61, subfield 7 = 4), the transaction
was presented within 30 calendar
days of the preauthorization approval
date, and was not reversed; or

• The transaction authorization was
not identified as a preauthorization,
the transaction was presented
within seven calendar days of the
authorization approval date, and was
not reversed; or

• The transaction authorization was a
properly identified acquirer-financed
or merchant-financed installment
payment; or

• The transaction was a properly
identified MasterCard PayPass transit
aggregated or transit debt recovery
transaction; or

• If the transaction occurred at:

– A Europe region card acceptor
location, tThe issuer has not
permanently closed the account,
or

– A card acceptor located in any
other region, and the issuer has
not “statused” the account (that
is, the issuer considered the
account to be in good standing
at the time of the chargeback).

Supporting Documents None
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DE 72 (Data Record) PREAUTH MMDDYY or AUTH
MMDDYY or INSTALLMENT or
TRANSIT or ACCOUNT NOT CLOSED
orACCOUNT NOT STATUSED

Notes If the transaction authorization was
identified as a preauthorization, use
PREAUTH. If the transaction authorization
was not identified as a preauthorization,
use AUTH. Replace MMDDYY with the
approval date of the disputed transaction.

This remedy does not apply to properly
identified acquirer- or merchant-financed
preauthorization installment billing
payments or MasterCard contactless
transit aggregated or transit debt recovery
transactions.

Questions?
Customers with questions about these revised Standards should contact
Customer Operations Services using the Contact Information provided in this
bulletin.
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